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Dynamics of Wetting and Phase Separation
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The connection between the growth of a wetting layer and bulk phase separation is investigated in a
liquid system undergoing spinodal decomposition. The wetting phase which grows at the walls of the
container is found to be rippled and connected to the bulk, and layering of spatially anisotropic domains
of the nonwetting phase is observed near the wall. Growth laws are determined and compared with a di-
mensional analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations.

PACS numbers: 64.60.Ht, 68.10.—m, 68.55.Gi

Most studies of the dynamics of wetting have been
concerned with the case of the spreading of a droplet of a
nonvolatile phase. ' However, very little is known for the
case of a wetting phase in equilibrium with its saturated
vapor, which is very common in several technological
processes and daily occurrences, e.g. , in materials pro-
cessing and in condensation on a substrate. It also ap-
plies to the separation of immiscible phases after stirring.
In these cases bulk thermodynamic conditions (phase
separation) are as important as wetting properties, and
interactions of the surfaces with the bulk are essential.
In fact, in contrast to what has been previously con-
sidered in theory, surface and bulk dynamics can
strongly influence each other, as will be seen in the
present study.

In this Letter we consider as a model system a binary
fluid mixture near its consolute critical point. The choice
of such a system is dictated by the fortunate situation
with which dynamical properties can be determined ex-
perimentally during a long time period (we use a
density-matched system to suppress gravity effects and
study the growth at late times where optical observation
is possible), as well as by the availability of scaling
theories. Phase separation occurs here through spinodal
decomposition, a common process in metallurgy and po-
lymer science. ' In this process, the system is thermally
quenched inside its spinodal region and evolves from the
one-phase to the two-phase region according to complex
and fascinating mechanisms. First, all fluctuations be-
come unstable and grow with time depending on their
size, favoring a typical wavelength L that gives rise to
the well-known ring pattern in the scattered light. This
process very soon leads to domains which are locally at
the equilibrium concentrations and which coarsen in

time, yielding an increasing L . If gravity effects are
suppressed, the spatial structures keep growing with
time, becoming visible under the optical microscope and
ultimately reaching the dimensions of the sample cell it-

self. The fact that in the critical region the volume frac-
tion of each phase is nearly 50% makes the growth very
rapid due to capillary instabilities.

In our basic experiment, a mixture of cyclohexane (C)
and methanol (M) at critical concentration is thoroughly
mixed in its one-phase region, at an initial temperature
T T; slightly above the critical temperature T, . After
mixing the system remains homogeneous. Typically T;—T, 1 mK. The mixture is then quenched into its
two-phase region at a final temperature Tf & T„where
it phase separates through spinodal decomposition. The
quench depth is defined as T, —Tf. The questions of
greatest interest are the following: How does the growth
of a wetting film compare to that of the corresponding
bulk phase, and how does the former modify the latter?
For obvious practical reasons, the substrates considered
here are the quartz container walls and the vapor phase.
The final configuration of the system [Figs. 1(a)-1(e)] is
that of a phase (M-rich or M+) wetting the walls of the
container and the vapor phase, and surrounding the
nonwetting phase (C-rich or M —).

The experimental setup has been described in Ref. 5,
and we restrict ourselves here to those elements which
are necessary to comprehend the present new results.
The mixture of cyclohexane and methanol is weighted at
its critical M-mass fraction cg =0.294, within 0.5%, un-
der air at atmospheric pressure. In order to suppress
gravity effects, which affect the growth of the fluid
phases by external flows, we use a mixture of methanol
(M) and partially deuterated cyclohexane (C). For a
particular value of the deuteration ratio (=3%), com-
parative Earth-bound and space experiments have
shown that gravity flows are negligible during most of
the growth period. We have verified that no appreciable
change in thickness of the wetting film with the height is
observed during the observations.

The cell is a short cylinder of fused quartz of inner di-
ameter & =20 mm with flat windows on the ends having
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FIG. l. (a)-(e) Different stages of phase separation for a
quench of 2.5 mK. (a) 54 s; (b) 130 s; (c) 385 s; (d) 1280 s;
(e) 4520 s. The horizontal bar represents I mm. IV denotes
the outer wall of the quartz cell. The axis of the cell is oriented
horizontally, perpendicularly to the plane of the figure. Gravi-
ty is directed upwards. In (d) and (e) the thick black bound-
ary corresponds to the meniscus between the liquid and the va-
por (V), which is also wet by the M+ phase. (f) Schematic il-
lustration indicating the main growth parameters. The
hatched region corresponds to the M- phase.

an inner separation of lo 2.00 mm. Sealing is ensured
by a Teflon screw tap. The cell is immersed in a water-
bath thermostat with long-term regulation of + 0.3 mK.
Temperature is measured with a sensor located close to
the cell. Thermalization of the sample is directly mea-
sured by light transmission measurements above T, . The
latter shows that temperature quenches are performed
with an unavoidable time constant due mainly to the
time, of order 15 s, that heat takes to diffuse through the
cell walls and the mixture, while the bath equilibrates in

roughly 10 s.
Direct visual observations have been performed. The

image is formed by light scattered at small angles, and
thus by the interfaces perpendicular to the plane of the
image. An image of the sample with different mag-
nification ratios, corresponding to a field of view ranging
from 300 pm to 20 mm, is formed on the sensitive array
of a charge-coupled-device camera (512x 512 pixels).
The images are stored in a video recorder, and are ana-
lyzed either manually on a planar television monitor or
with a computer (16 bits) after digitization over 6 bits.

The useful numerical constants of the system are '

the correlation length of the bulk concentration fluctua-
tions in the two-phase region, g =16m A, and
their associated typical lifetime t —=6zrl ((—) /kg T
=1.23' ' x10 '' s. Here r1=7X 10 (cgs units) is
the shear viscosity, kg is Boltzmann's constant, T (K) is
the temperature, and a=1 —T/T„with T, =318 K the
critical temperature.

Typical growth patterns are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
[The characteristic lengths are defined in Fig. 1(f).] We
observe the following: (i) The domains in the bulk form
a bicontinuous pattern with typical wavelength L [Fig.
1(a)]. This bulk pattern has already been studied in de-
tail in this system; growth is due to capillary flows. (ii)
The wetting layer, of average thickness e, is rippled with
wavelength A, . Strictly speaking, this wetting phase does
not form a film since it is connected to the bulk, as is
seen from Figs. 1(d) and 2. (iii) A remarkable layering
of spatially anisotropic domains of the nonwetting phase
is observed between the wetting layer and the bulk (Fig.
2). The typical lengths of these domains, in the direc-
tions parallel and perpendicular to the substrate, are
denoted L~~ and L &, respectively [Fig. 1(f)].

It appears, when considering Figs. 1(a)-1(c), which
correspond to different growth times, and when taking
into account the finiteness of the optical resolution, that
a mere change of scale makes the bulk patterns at
different growth stages self-similar. This observation can
be made more precise, by considering the typical length
scales in the problem, which are set by the bulk correla-
tion length (— and the cell dimensions lo and p. The
only time scale is the typical time t associated with
concentration fluctuations of size g —.Scaling by (—ap-
plies as long as L is smaller than both lo and p, and,
when expressed in scaled units, the behavior of L =L /

with respect to the scaled time t =t/t is universal
in this regime. Therefore all experimental data obtained
at different times and at different quench depths lie on a
single, universal curve. '0 There is no reason to question
scaling for the above parameters L, (L, = [e,k,L ~t,

L&,L ]), since the only length scale for them is also g
All the L, should therefore lie on a universal curve pro-

FIG. 2. Photograph taken at a quench depth of 5 mK at
t 11 s showing how the domains of the nonwetting phase
coalesce and induce ripples of the wetting layer. The flow ve-
locities (V„~,) are defined in the text.
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vided they are expressed as functions of t * in the scaled
units L,* =L,/g o-r equivalently K,* =2m( /L-, Scal-
ing, however, should break down when L, is larger than
Iu or p. As can be seen from Fig. 1(d), this new regime
is accompanied by the disconnection of the wetting film

from the corresponding phase still remaining in the M—
phase. A final state is reached where the wetting phase
surrounds the nonwetting phase, in which many tiny iso-
lated domains of the former are still present [Figs. 1(d)
and 1(e)]. A rough estimate of the total volume of the
wetting layer shows it to consist of 25% of the wetting
phase, with isolated droplets making up the remaining
75%. Note that this dispersed phase has no chance of
growing during the time of an experiment in the absence
of external-field effects: The domains are too large to
move appreciably by Brownian motion or to exhibit a no-
ticeable concentration deviation with respect to equilibri-
um which would lead to an evaporation-condensation
growth mechanism. "

We next describe our quantitative results. First, L& is
seen to behave like L, and Li like X. The reason for
this behavior can be found in the growth process itself
(Fig. 2). Growth of domains of the nonwetting phase is
not much aff'ected in the direction perpendicular to the
substrate, leading to L~~L . This simply reflects the
fact that coalescence events occurring perpendicularly to
the substrate are not modified by the presence of the sub-
strate. The fact that the M — phase does not wet the
substrate leads to a layering of M domains parallel to
the substrate. This layering favors coalescence and flow

in a plane parallel to the substrate, making the nonwet-

ting domains spatially anisotropic and accounting for
Li )Li. The wetting film is in turn interconnected to
its corresponding bulk phase across the plane formed by
the domains of the nonwetting phase. Consequently, the
wavelength )t. of the ripples, a reminiscence of the inter-
connection, is proportional to L[i, as is seen in Fig. 2.
The growth of Lii occurs mainly by steps due to coales-
cence events in a plane parallel to the substrate. The
growth of X is an average of such events with much
better statistics, and in the following we will therefore re-
port only the X, measurements.

Figure 3 shows the behavior with respect to t of the
reduced growth parameters (K, ). Different quench
depths have been investigated: 1.5, 2.5, 5, and 10 mK.
Each data point corresponds typically to an average over
five measurements. The standard deviation is difficult to
define because of the poor line statistics. We estimate it
to be 10%. The behavior of the growth parameters is
seen to support the scaling ideas described above. It is
interesting to note that the scaled layer thickness e*
remains 10 times smaller than all other lengths, the
latter ultimately becoming of the same order.

The time evolution of the parameters K,* is found to
be well described by the power laws K*-K~-t*
K~*-K[i -t* ' with a=0.64+ 0.15, and K,*—I,
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FIG. 3. Behavior in scaled units of the growth parameters
K,* -2z( /L„with L, (L,e,k);1 is a reduced time. Open
symbols (0, &, "7, &) refer to the quench depths T, —Tf 1.5,
2.5, 5, and 10 mK, respectively, for Ki . Solid symbols (0, a,
v, ~) refer to the same quench depths for K,*. The line of
slope unity represents the behavior of K a:Ki (for clarity,
data points are not reported; they are in agreement with those
from Refs. 5 and 10).

(Vp)„=cr(L e) ' =r)AV„ccrl +
e

with b 0.56~0.18. The values of a and b have been
obtained by a least-squares fit, and the uncertainties cor-
respond to 3 standard deviations. The linear time depen-
dence of K* is well known' and reflects a very rapid
growth by capillary flow in the 3D interconnected
domain pattern. This capillary flow is attributed to an

instability, a dimensional argument leading to (K )
—(a/r))r, where o' is the interfacial tension. The ex-

ponents associated with the growth of the layering
domains and with that of the wetting film are more
difficult to interpret. From Figs. 1 and 2 it seems clear
nevertheless that growth also proceeds in this case
through a hydrodynamic process, but with geometric
limitations due to the presence of the substrate. Howev-

er, the wetting film should not develop by itself the same
capillary instability that drives growth in the bulk;' its
growth can only be attributed to flow from the bulk.

The growth process can be analyzed in detail as fol-

lows (Fig. 2). The volume increase of the wetting layer
per unit area is assumed to be proportional to the incom-

ing flux perpendicular to the substrate e =de/dt ccNL
xL V„,where NL is the number of interconnections per
unit area, L is the average area of these interconnec-
tions, and V is the flow velocity in the direction normal
to the substrate. Since Ni-X [Fig. 1(f)), and be-
cause L should scale as X, one finds e ~k X V„=V.
That is to say, the growth velocity of the film is propor-
tional to the flow velocity in the direction normal to the
substrate. Assuming the flow to be due to bulk capillary
instability, the Navier-Stokes equations read, in direction
x, with p the capillary pressure,
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As L -t, Eq. (I) leads to a differential equation with

solution X-e and e/e-t ', implying that both A. and e

obey the same power law with a single exponent a =b.
In the directions y, z, the Navier-Stokes equations give

=@AVE, 0: g
Vy, 2',+

2 g 2

'P. G. de Gennes, in Liquids at Interfaces, edited by J. F.

which, after straightforward algebra, leads to V~, -X
which is similar to the result V„-e. The prediction
a =b is consistent with the present experimental findings.
Unfortunateiy, in contrast to the bulk case, this approach
does not enable us to determine the value of the ex-
ponents.
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